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Title: **Commissioner of Internal Revenue vs. South Entertainment Gallery, Inc.**

Facts:
South Entertainment Gallery, Inc. (SEGI), engaged in gaming operations, faced deficiency
tax assessments for 2007 from the Bureau of Internal Revenue (BIR). Notifications began
with a Notice of Informal Conference in June 2009, followed by various assessments and
correspondences  disputing  SEGI’s  tax  liabilities,  including  VAT and income tax.  SEGI,
claiming  exemption  under  Philippine  Amusement  and  Gaming  Corporation  (PAGCOR)
grants, contested these assessments. Despite back-and-forth correspondence and SEGI’s
attempts to assert its tax-exempt status, formal demand letters and final notices were issued
by the BIR, escalating to a warrant of distraint and/or levy by September 2010.

SEGI’s response included requests for reconsideration and a formal petition for review filed
with the Court of Tax Appeals (CTA) in May 2011, challenging both the procedure and
content of the BIR’s assessment. The CTA Division initially partially granted SEGI’s petition
but,  upon SEGI’s motion for reconsideration, entirely favored SEGI, deeming the BIR’s
method of serving the notice defective and thus the assessment void. The Commissioner of
Internal Revenue (CIR) escalated the matter to the CTA En Banc, which affirmed the CTA
Division’s ruling, leading the CIR to file a Petition for Review on Certiorari under Rule 45
with the Supreme Court.

Issues:
1. Whether the CTA had jurisdiction over SEGI’s original Petition for Review.
2. The validity of the BIR’s method in serving the Formal Letter of Demand and Assessment
Notice.
3. The assertion of tax liabilities against SEGI, including the applicability of tax exemptions
under PAGCOR.

Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court denied the CIR’s petition, affirming the CTA En Banc’s decision. It
highlighted the procedural flaw in serving the tax deficiency notice to SEGI, which voided
the subsequent assessment for non-compliance with the taxpayer’s right to due process. The
Court emphasized strict  adherence to the requirements of  law in tax assessments and
notifications. The basis was that the BIR failed to prove that the notices were served directly
to SEGI or through a manner that complies with regulations, rendering the deficiency tax
assessment invalid.
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Doctrine:
The  case  reiterates  the  doctrine  of  strict  compliance  in  tax  assessment  procedures,
particularly in serving notices to taxpayers. Thedoctrine underscores the importance of due
process in tax assessments, including the necessity of accurately serving notices to ensure
taxpayers’  right to contest assessments.  It  also reaffirms that void assessments due to
procedural defects do not produce legal effects such as liabilities for taxpayers.

Class Notes:
–  Tax  assessments  must  be  properly  served  on  the  taxpayer  or  their  authorized
representatives in compliance with prescribed procedures to be valid.
– The right to due process in tax assessments includes the opportunity for the taxpayer to be
informed and to dispute the assessment.
– A void assessment, one not in strict adherence to procedural requirements, is legally
ineffective and cannot impose tax liabilities on the taxpayer.
– Relevant Legal Statutes or Provisions:
– Section 228 of the 1997 National Internal Revenue Code, on protesting assessments.
– Rule 45 of the Revised Rules of Court on petitions for review on certiorari.
– A taxpayer’s failure to respond to an assessment notice due to improper service does not
start the clock on the period within which to contest the assessment.

Historical Background:
This case highlights the evolving interpretation and application of tax laws and regulations
in the Philippines, especially concerning the tax-exempt status of entities operating under
PAGCOR’s franchise. It demonstrates the judiciary’s role in mediating disputes between the
tax authority and taxpayers, ensuring adherence to procedural due process rights.


